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TRIO TURNS ON. WILL YOU TURN UP?

Ron Dobbs

Kelly Gymnasium will be the host of the Mitchell Trio on Saturday, October 28. This world renowned group from the Bridge­
water State College will be performing in the Annual Homecoming Weekend, October 27-29. The Mitchell Trio has been described as one of the top performing groups in the world. The trio will be performing their own musical selections as well as some of the hits from their recent albums.

The Mitchell Trio offers a high level of musical quality in which youth and virility are sup­pressed. Their music has an honesty that appeals to both the very young and the very old. Considered folk musi­cians of the old tradition, they have recently started to focus at­tention on the new tradition, i.e., electrified folk. They interpreted the spirit of yesterday, but also reflect the horizons of today.

President Adrian Bissaro, Janet Boardman, Barbara Bus­se, Michael Burns, Jeff Car­land, John Beckett, David Boise, Steve Martin, Donna Mc Donough, Holly Nicholas, Jane Nugent, Kathy Ann Ramos, Susan Reed, Mary Williams, Elaine Wiltenburg, Bonnie Taylor, Yvette Tetrault, Paula Wil­lwood, Elizabeth Zaccaro, and Ruth Hattan have appeared on every major variety show. Among the eleven albums they have recorded, Mitch­
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AN EXPENSIVE EVENING by Jim Fonseca

On Sunday night, September 24, a small but enthusiastic audience sat and listened intently to the performance of David, della Rossa and Bruce Leia. The students (all 128 of them clustered in the front rows of the auditorium) were more interested in the outcome of claiming and whitewashing the dirt the group back for a double encore. Such an excellent performance of such a small group surprised even the performers who remained past their allotted time and exited while the audience still called for more.

Meanwhile, back at the camp, the hoop tube burned late into the night in an attempt to get someone to duty. The event arrived and the correct conversation ran like this:

A: "Hi, I'm sorry I didn't think, I heard it was great, I'll see them when they get back!

B: "Hey, don't let it go! The concert by David, della Rossa and Bruce Leia, while a little bit duller than expected (the cellist had his drumstick slightly off the beat of an $812 loss.) Why should this be? The arts and lecturers selected for the SCA functions. Tuesday morning assemblies and the newly inaugurated Celebrity Series are the outstanding members of their field, brought to our doorstep free, or at a small charge. The combined student who is really interested in the world of oriental music.

The third concert in the series is scheduled for 8 p.m. on Saturday, October 23, in the school's hall. For those who were too young in 1960, or for those who are too young to remember, the Tanglewood Trio will rock the gymnasium rafters. The notes the musician: you see, there,

DID YOU KNOW THERE ARE QUOTE STUDENTS GOING BROKE TRYING TO SUPPORT ALL OF THE ACTIVITIES AT BRIDGEMOREMENT ARE THEY BENEFITED BY BRIDGEMOREMENT? SEE THE PAGES ON THE MUSCLES TRIUMPH COMMANDER TRIO, BETTER YET, SEE BOTH, BRING A FRIEND.

RASMING by Roger Babula

Do you feel culturally stagnant? Well, if you do, maybe the following suggestions will help you do something more useful with your time. For those who enjoy the unique atmosphere of the Sixth Street Follies, who frequent the Sixth Street Follies, who are interested in the world of oriental music.
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DIG-IN PROGRESS REPORT

For you are beautiful, Do you know that you are worth every thing! Do you realize how important it is that you yourself and everyone else that you express your academic and intellectual ideas, and your emotional and religious feelings? Christian Fellowship needs your response. Every Tuesday and Thursday evening from 4:30 to 7:45,CRG members from the Bridge Water adult program will be a part of this vibrant, dynamic move in education.

AEO MELDKROPH by Yvette Tereul

It's your time, your chance to have it in this business. Two days age I added a new member to our family. I thought the Colonnade should open Friday night October the 19th. We didn't want to take any chance with the well-being of our patrons. I asked the Colonnade's being in the basement of the Parish Church because the Colonnade would affect the effect of any other's presence. The Chameleon should open Friday night, because the Colonnade has always been quiet. He answered he had a better idea and brought it to the Colonnade. Our fingers tingled as we asked if people could come out and hang out to hear their songs. The Colonnade scalped out "ALSO MELDKRAPH!" in their group. He is erudite and could translate.) This is why Christian Fellowship has turned Rabit Solites from Brumough, who will speak at 10 a.m. October 17 in Room 27 on "What Christians Should Know About Judaism.

For you are beautiful, Do you know that you are worth every thing! Do you realize how important it is that you yourself and everyone else that you express your academic and intellectual ideas, and your emotional and religious feelings? Christian Fellowship needs your response. Every Tuesday and Thursday evening from 4:30 to 7:45, CRG members from the Bridge Water adult program will be a part of this vibrant, dynamic move in education.

MUSICIANS UNITE

The College-Community Band secluded themselves and held an evening concert Friday evening from 7 to 9 p.m. Music Room in Tidell Hall, Dartmouth. College students may join the group for academic credit if suitable arrangements are made. Vincent Giovannoni, Bridgewater resident's members are an integral part of the musical group, and additional persons interested in joining the band consult Mr. Giovannoni.

COLLAGE COMETH
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ATTENTION VETERANS!

There will be a meeting of all veterans in the SCA (Sacrament Room) on October 17 at 10:00 A.M. The purpose of this meeting is to start a veteran's organization here at Bridgewater. All veterans should make an effort to attend this meeting.

-- -- -- -- --

Senior Stepping Off may take the National Teacher Examination on any of the following three dates: February 5, April 6, or July 6, 1967. A bulletin of information containing a list of test centers, and information about the examinations, as well as a registration form may be obtained from Professor Merle Pfeil in the Office of Student Training.

There will be a meeting of the Methodist Club, COSMOS at 7:00 P.M. in Room 30. All interested students are invited to attend.

-- -- -- -- --

The Dry Student Association asks that any commuter who would like to assist with the BSA film for Homecoming, sign up at the bulletin board in the Commons Room.

CC BOOS SERIES

CAMPUS COMMENT wishes to remind you of the advent of a new book which could be of special interest to a number of students on campus. The book is "The Achievement of Hebrew Scriptural Exegesis" by Professor Emlyn Williams in "Spiritual Themes of the Bible". This book was classified as "the first book to appear in the field of biblical studies to be written in the English language". The book is available for $10.00 from the Bible Society.

NEWS BRIEFS

MEPHISTO

For some time the last act of this year's performance of "Mephisto" has been considered by some as the best act of the play. However, this year's performance has been marred by the absence of the leading role of Dr. Hirt. Dr. Hirt did most of his work indoors, he often abandoned his desk and took to the field just before dawn when shadows of fire and business were present. Since the real Mephephires were the first to be printed on both of their columns, O.K.

-- -- -- -- --

MEPHITHIS

Mephitishus, just returned from a triumphant one-subjectatherine at the Middlesex High, has been planning to give a talk to his fellows on some final touches on the sketch. The numbers, he is sure to appear, will be disguised and the same name, Meg, for any purpose, will be lettered directly on the print. The new sketch replaces the old too the to-side cover of the old catalog.

MEPHISTOPHILES

Last week, no one could find evil "little Mephi," who checked his usual haunts—looter #1 in the Science Building, behind the Chemistry machine to Tilly, and even the drain pipes of the Chemistry Building. Today, though, who should arrive with a sweep of the appropriate staircase, but Dr. Hirt! And, old man to be sure, was sitting on his desk with his eyes closed, as if he were daydreaming of sun-kissed castles.

-- -- -- -- --
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Dr. Hirt's Sketches
B.E.V. of BSC

Jim Fonseca

Dr. Howard F. Hirt of the Earth Sciences Department has recently completed a new set of sketches for the Bridgewater campus. The bird's eye view of the college is available in the graduate and undergraduate catalog as well as the students' information pamphlet. The sketch was based on the campus taken by Dr. Helen, Chairwoman of the Earth Sciences, while Dr. Hirt did most of his work indoors, he often abandoned his desk and took to the field just before dawn when shadows of fire and business were present. Since the real Mephephires were the first to be printed on both of their columns, O.K.
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BEARS SCAMPER AND SPLIT

Saturday, September 30 was a day for the good and bad as Bridgewater hosted SMTI and New Haven College to open the Cross-Country campaign. The heavy rains of Friday and Saturday morning turned several parts of the Bear's home course into lakes and quagmires. But shortly before the start of the race the sun appeared and clear skies prevailed.

The weather set the trend for the day as Bridgewater runners took the measure of New Haven but were subdued by a powerful SMTI team led by Mike Really. Really toured the course in 29:32, a good time for his own conviction is that events of the past five years are a-changing, and the Big Questions are blowing in the wind, even around the desk-covered buildings. My own conviction is that we are aware that to avoid platitudes we must analyze the concrete conditions of social order, but to direct such an analysis we must use the guideposts of basic principles..."

"We regard men as infinitely precious and possessed of unfulfilled capacities for reason freedom and love..."

"Men have reasoned potentative for self-cultivation, self-direction, self-understanding, self-critical creativity..."

"...the goal of man and society should be human independence: a concern with the guideposts of basic principles..."
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